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Introduction
Getting Started with Coremetrics provides an introduction to the latest release of the Coremetrics suite of
products. It is intended both for new users and existing Coremetrics users. It provides a step-by-step
introduction to logging on to Coremetrics, navigating through the basic reports, customizing reports and
metrics, downloading the Coremetrics plug-ins for LIVEview, TruePath and Excel Reports, and gives an
introduction to using RTM, Coremetrics Explore, Enterprise Dashboard and Benchmark.

1.1

Using this Guide

1.1.1

If you are new to Coremetrics
If you are new to Coremetrics you should read the following chapters in sequence. They provide an
introduction to the basic navigation and options available throughout the Coremetrics reports, then give a
brief overview of each of the Coremetrics reports and finally describe the use of the Coremetrics Tools
plug-in.

1.1.2

If you are already a Coremetrics user
Although this guide is intended for new users, it contains information of use to all Coremetrics users and
can be used as a reference to new and unfamiliar features.
Note: This guide is designed to get you “up and running” with Coremetrics rather than cover every
possible use and deployment of every available functionality.

1.2

Conventions
This document follows standard Windows documentation conventions as far as possible.
Bold text

Indicates the name of a screen object such as a menu option or
a button that has to be clicked upon.

Italic text

Is used to highlight new concepts or refer to other chapters or
documents. It is also used to show window, report and dialog
names.

Monospaced
text

Is used to show text that needs to be typed exactly as displayed
such as the Coremetrics URL.

Double-click

Means to click the primary mouse button twice. The primary
mouse button is usually the left button, although if you have
configured your system for left-handed use it will be the right
button.

Right-click

Means to click the secondary mouse button. The secondary
mouse button is usually the right button, although if you have
configured your system for left-handed use it will be the left
button
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1.3

Appearance
As Coremetrics runs on a variety of Windows configurations, what appears on your screen may look
different to what is shown in this guide. Because Coremetrics is configurable to your requirements, the
metrics shown in example reports may be different to those displayed in your implementation.

1.4

Associated documentation
The Coremetrics Glossary of Metrics provides a complete guide to the metrics that are available in each
Coremetrics report.
The Coremetrics Quick Reference Guides provide detailed information on setting up and using each
Coremetrics report.
The Getting Started with Search Marketing provides an introduction to using Search Marketing.
The Explore User Guide provides an introduction to using Coremetrics Explore.
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Logging onto Coremetrics
To log on
1.

Open a supported browser (see Section 9 for list). We recommend installing a supported browser
configuration if your current browser is not listed. You should also ensure that your system
matches or exceeds the requirement listed.

2.

Type the following in the browser address field:
welcome.coremetrics.com
The Coremetrics login page is display as shown below:

3.

Enter your Client ID, User Name and Password. You can also select the language, if the
displayed language is not correct for your use.
Your User Name and Password will have been assigned to you by your administrator (the person
in your company responsible for administrating Coremetrics), so please contact that person if you
do not have these or the name and password you have been given do not work.
Note: You can enter a Master Client ID if you have multiple client sites under one master ID. See
the next subsection for further information.

2.1

Global Navigation
When you log in to Coremetrics, the global header is displayed at the top of every application and report
within an application.

This shows the application currently being viewed and gives access to all the other Coremetrics
applications.
Click on the downward arrow button

to open the global navigation window.
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Click on the application name or accompanying icon to move to that application. If you have permission to
use the application it will be opened. You do not have to log in and out of applications as you move
between them.
If your organization is not contracted to use the selected application, it will be grayed-out. Click on Learn
more for a detailed information page about the application.

2.2

Master Client Name and Multiple Client Sites
If you have multiple Client accounts enabled, entering the Master Client ID will display the master site.
This shows the total data from your sites (or the sites your administrator has selected as relevant to your
requirements).
In most case reports viewed at the Master Client ID level show the aggregate data for all client IDs within
the Master Client ID and have the same structure as an individual client report described in this
document.
However, the Top Line Summary, Top Line Sessions, Session Conversion and Visitor Conversion reports
are displayed in slightly different formats to enable all the data to be displayed clearly.
A dropdown list is available in the top right of the global header when you enter Coremetrics Reports with
a Master Client ID as shown below:

This shows the client into which you are currently logged and enables you to access the reports for other
clients beneath the Master client by clicking on the client name. You can move between these clients and
back to the Master this way without having to log out and log back in.
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Note: If you log on to Coremetrics Reports using a client ID that is contained in a master client, the
dropdown menu is not displayed and you cannot access the master client information.

2.3

Support

The Support option at the top right of the global header takes you to the Coremetrics support center. Here
you will find access to webinars and recorded training, online support, the Coremetrics knowledge base,
case studies, best practice documents and much more. The support site is also accessible by entering
support.coremetrics.com from your browser.

2.4

Feedback

The Feedback option at the top right of the global header enables you to email the Coremetrics Product
Management team with any comments or questions relating to the Coremetrics service. Clicking on it
opens a blank email message to feedback@coremetrics.com.

2.5

Help

Each Coremetrics report provides context sensitive help.
Click on the Help option in the top right of the global header launches the help topic for the report (or
report setup dialog) currently displayed on the screen.
You can navigate through the help topics by clicking on the table of contents to the left, expanding topics
to read further about the report being displayed (or about any of the reports).
Online Help allows you to Search the text or browse the Index.

2.6

Logging Out

From any report, click on the Logout option the top right of the global header as shown above or else
close the browser window.
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The Basics

3.1

The Settings Panel
Report settings are available from each report’s settings panel.

When closed, as shown above, you can select the date range and the view. By clicking the Open
Settings button you can access and make changes to date periods, views, trending and other information
depending upon which report is being viewed, or change several settings at once.

The fields, options and information shown on the Settings Panel depend on the report selected. The use
of the Settings Panel is covered in the next chapter.
To apply changes made on a setting panel, click the Update Report button. The report will be regenerated
using the new settings.

3.2

Virtual Analyst
The Virtual Analyst provides Best Practice suggestions on how to use the report currently displayed to
solve specific business problems. Each screen has a different set of Virtual Analyst tutorials.
To display the Virtual Analyst
1.

Click the Virtual Analyst tab at the right side of the report.
The tab is expanded, showing the tutorials available for this report.

2

Click on the Show Me button for the required tutorial. The Virtual Analyst window is displayed:
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Most tutorials contain several pages of information, so you can page through using the Back and
Next buttons. If you want to print out the tutorial, click on Print Preview and follow the
instructions.
3.

To close the tutorial, click on the Close button.

4.

To close the Virtual Analyst tab, click on the

arrow in its top right corner.
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Viewing Reports
By utilizing a common user interface, Coremetrics reports and tools are easy to view, manipulate and
configure. Once you know how to configure one report, you will be able to rapidly use the rest of the
Coremetrics report system. Most reports are initially displayed showing your corporate default date range
and default metrics. You can use the report calendar and edit features to specify the date range and
select the metrics you want to display. If this is a combination you think you will use frequently, you can
save it as a Favorite as shown below in Creating favorite reports, so that it can be selected easily in the
future.

4.1

Setting the Date Range
Most Coremetrics reports enable you to specify the date range for the data for which you want to
generate the report. You can either use the preset values available from the dropdown list or click on the
Open Settings button to define the precise dates you want to use.

The dropdown list contains pre-defined date ranges. The actual list displayed will depend on the report,
and the label before the list will change when your date range is loaded as shown here:

If the date range you require is not available from the pre-defined ranges in the dropdown list, click the
Open Settings button. This will display the date range dialog, shown below, allowing you to select a
specific day, week, month, quarter, year or define a custom period.

Click the radio button for the type of calendar period required and the available dates for that period type
will be shown. In the above example, Fiscal Week was selected, enabling you to select the Year, Month
and then the week within that month.
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4.2

Custom periods
If you want to create a report for a period that is not covered by any of the default date ranges, click on
Custom. The following dialog is then displayed enabling you to select the Start Date and End Date
required.

Click the Update Report button in the top right corner of the settings panel when you have specified the
date range to regenerate the report using the time period supplied.

4.3

Creating favorite reports
As you use Coremetrics you will find yourself using certain reports and combinations of date ranges and
metrics for these reports more often than others. Favorites enable you to save these as named reports so
they can be accessed with two clicks of the mouse.
To save a report as a favorite
1.

Customize the report you want to save as a favorite, setting the date range and metrics as
appropriate.

2.

Click the

button above the settings panel.

The Save as Favorite box is opened.
3.

Enter a name for this report in the Save as Favorite dialog.

Remember to give a meaningful name that takes into account the report configuration.
4.

Click OK. An entry is created in your Favorites list as shown below:
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To view a Favorite report
1.

Click the Favorites tab at the right side of the browser window.
The Favorites tab will expand as shown above, listing any reports you have previously saved as
favorites.

2.

Click on the required report. The report is generated and displayed.

3.

If you need to delete a favorite, click on the

4.

To close the tab, click on the

icon next to it.

arrow in its top corner.

Note: You can also designate a report as a favorite by clicking on the Add to Favorites icon above the
settings panel.

4.4

Report Metrics
Most Coremetrics reports are in a tabular format consisting of a series of columns of data. Each column
represents one metric of online customer behavior. The heading of each column defines the data in a
column under the heading. Configurable metrics lets you decide which metrics are displayed in a
particular report view.
When you first display a report it will be shown with a default set of metrics. For example, if you select
Referring Sites you will see something like the report below:

This report is sorted by conversion rate in descending order. You can tell this by the small down arrow in
the highlighted column header. This may be exactly what you want, but you might want to sort the report
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differently. For example, to order the number of visitors in ascending order, you would click on the
Visitors header. The report will be regenerated as shown below:

Note: the arrowhead in the Visitors column now points upward to shown sites are being displayed in
order of ascending sales. You can sort on most report columns by clicking on the appropriate column
header.
For multi-page reports, navigation between pages is performed by clicking on the blue hotlinks as shown
below. Pages are grouped into tens (1-10, 11-20, etc). To move to pages before or after those shown,
click on the three dots before or after.

4.5

Same Session and Attribution Window metrics
Part of the power of Coremetrics Online Analysis is that it allows you to attribute activities outside of a
single session.
Same Session metrics are useful for telling you what is happening on your site, but attribution window
metrics can tell you what brought about this activity. For example, someone might visit your site after
seeing a paid advertisement on an external site and read about a product but not make up their mind to
make an application until several days later. Coremetrics enables you to create attribution windows that
track such deferred activity so you can see the value of advertisements, externals links and
recommendations.
An application window is a set of metrics that share the same attribution period and parameters.

4.6

Adding, removing and reordering metrics
You can select which metrics are displayed and the order in which they are shown. Click on the Edit
button in the top right corner of the report.
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The Edit View dialog is displayed as shown below. Note that the actual metrics both available and
displayed will depend on the report.

The metrics currently being displayed and the order in which they are displayed are shown on the right
side of the dialog under Report Metrics. Metrics that are available but are not being displayed are shown
on the left under Available Metrics. You can add and delete metrics and rearrange their order to make
your reports exactly how you want them to appear.
To add a metric
1.

Select the metric to be added to the report in the Available Metrics column. You may need to
click on the
icon if metrics are grouped (by attribution or metric) as they are below.

2.

Double-click on the metric and drag it to the Report Metrics column. By using the Ctrl and Shift
keys in the standard Windows manner you can select and drag several metrics at a time.
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To remove a metric
1.

Double-click on the metric to be removed from the Report Metrics column and drag to the
Available Metrics column.

To reorder the metrics
1.

Click on the metric to be moved in the Report Metrics column and drag to the required position.
button and the dustbin
The Create a Calculated Metric link and
calculated metrics and described in the next section.

2.

button are used with

When you have added, removed and reordered the metrics in your report, click the Save button.
Your report is recreated using the specified metrics.
Note: From this point forward, when you open this report, it will be displayed with the changes
you have made and saved.

4.7

Creating calculated metrics
Note: See the release notes for any limitations on the use of calculated metrics in the current release.
Calculated metrics are derived from existing metrics. For example, if a report supplies metrics for New
Visitors and Total Visitors you can create a calculated metric from these for % Returning Visitors by using
the formula:
(Total Visitors - New Visitors)/Total Visitors
and selecting the % or % w/graph notation option.
To create a metric
1.

From the Edit Metrics Configuration dialog shown above, click the
Calculated Metric link. The following dialog is displayed.

2.

Using the Operators and Metrics, create the formula for the calculated metric.

button or the Create a
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3.

Enter a meaningful, unique metric name (up to 40 characters in length) in the Metric Name box,
or check the Use Formula for Name box to use the formula. You cannot overwrite an existing
metric.

4.

Select the Notation to be used with this metric.

5.

Click Save to create the metric.

6.

If there is an error in the formula, then the Create a Calculated Metric dialog is redisplayed
indicating the error. If the formula can be calculated, the Edit Metrics dialog is displayed showing
the new metric at the bottom, preceded by the
icon. You can move the metric to the position in
the report required.

7.

Click Save and the report is created with the new metric.

To edit a calculated metric
1.

Select the calculated metric in the Edit Metrics dialog.

2.

after the metric’s name. The Create a Calculated Metric dialog is
Click the Edit icon
displayed showing the formula, name and notation for the metric.

3.

Edit the metric as appropriate.

4.

Click Save to save the edited metric.
This closes the Edit Metrics dialog.

5.

Click Save again to close the Edit Metrics Configuration dialog and the report is created with
the edited metric.

To delete a calculated metric
1.

Double-click the calculated metric in the Edit Metrics dialog.

2.

Drag to the dustbin icon

. The calculated metric is deleted from the report and is no longer

available.
Note: Do not confuse Deleting and Removing metrics. Remove simply removes the metric from the
reports and places it in the Available Metrics list.

4.8

Report views

4.8.1

Default Views
Reports are initially displayed showing your corporate default view. This view contains the most
commonly used metrics. Some reports have several default views that can be quickly selected as your
personal default view. In some cases these are shown in blue next to the current view tab as shown
below and can be clicked on to open.
For most reports, you have to select the Load View dropdown list and choose the required view as
shown below:
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Note: The drop down list also includes any user defined views of this report that you or your colleagues
have created, giving you easy access to your personalized view of your data along with other
configurations of this report.
4.8.2

Creating, saving and publishing views
You can create your own views for any report using the combination of metrics you want to see. Views
can be both saved so that you can view them in future and published so that anyone in your organization
can view them.
To create a view
1.

Set up the metrics you want to see in the view as described in Report Metrics.

2.

Click on the Open Settings button. The settings for this report are displayed, including the Views
panel as shown below:

3.

Click the Save button. A dialog is displayed asking for a title for your view. If you have already
created a view for this report you will be given the option of overwriting this view with the new
report configuration. You can name the report here.
You can create a saved view with the same name as a published view and vice versa, but you
can only have one saved or one published view with the same name.
Note: View names can be any length, but only the first 28 characters are displayed in the Load
View dropdown list, so ensure the relevant information is displayed in the first 28 characters.

4.

If you want the view to be accessible by anyone in your organization who has access to this
report, click the Publish button. If you have already published a view for this report you will be
given the option of overwriting this view with the new metrics. Enter a meaningful, unique name
and click Publish.

The new configuration of the report is generated.
Note: Anyone can save and edit saved views for their own use. However, you must belong to a user
group that has permissions to publish and edit views to be able to publish and edit published views. If you
only have permission to edit views you will be able to edit published views, but not create them.
The view you have saved or published will now be available from the Change View drop-down list. Note
that views are listed in alphabetical order:
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Note: The Edit button allows you to open the Edit View as described in section 4.6.
To delete a view
1.

Click on the Manage button shown above. The following dialog is displayed, showing all
standard, saved and published views.
Check the box by the report(s) to be deleted and click Delete Checked.

Note: Saved and Published views can be deleted as required. Standard (default) views cannot be
deleted.

4.9

Using Key Segments
Some reports can be restricted to key segments of your data, enabling you to filter out the information
that does not currently interest you and focus on a specific segment of data.
(Note that key segments must be created before they can be applied.)
There are two ways to apply a Key Segment:
From the list of Key Segments:
1.

From the Key Segments report, click on the required active segment’s name.
The following pop-up is displayed showing the list of reports that have been set up to use this
segment.

2.

Click on the name of the required report.
The report will be loaded with the segment applied.

From a Report:
1.

From the report, click on the

link above the closed settings panel.
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The list of Key Segments is displayed. Those unsuitable for use with the report are grayed out.

2.

Click on the name of the segment to be applied. The list is closed and the segment applied to the
report.
A report to which a key segment has been applied will show the name of the segment beneath
the date as show below. The segment can be removed by clicking on the icon after the name.

Key Segments can also be applied to either or both date ranges in a comparison (see 4.13
Comparing and Filtering Data)

4.10

Drilling down into reports
Some rows in reports can be expanded in order to show further detail. By default, reports that can be
expanded are collapsed when first displayed so that the information is at its most concise.
A row in a report can be expanded if there is an Expand icon in the first column. Click on this icon to
expand that row. A row that has been expanded is shown with a Collapse
icon. If you click on this, the
row will collapse.
For example, the following report is initially shown grouping all searches results by Search Engine.
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icon in the Google.com row, this row is expanded to show the results for
By clicking on the Expand
Search Strings used at Google. The selected row is expanded to show the results for Search Strings
within each Search Engine:

4.11

Zoom
Sometimes more detailed information is available for a specific row, but this information cannot be
displayed in the context of the current report. In these cases, there will be a Zoom icon in the first column.
Click on this icon to open the corresponding Zoom report. The information displayed will depend on the
report.
For example, Zoom

icons are displayed on the On Site Search report shown below.
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Clicking on the Zoom

icon for the SEARCH CATALOG search term displays the following:

Note: The Zoom function may be disabled by your administrator.

4.12

Trending
Trending allows you to display, both as a graph and in table format, the metrics for up to ten selected row
items in a report over a period of time.
To select rows for trending
1.

Open a report that supports trending. You will see a Selection
row in that report. Click on the icon for each row to be trended.

icon in the first column of each
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You can select as many as ten rows for trending. If you try to select an eleventh row, a dialog will
appear showing the ten selected rows and asking if you want to deselect any of them.
The number of rows you have selected is displayed at the top of the report. When you select a
row, its icon changes to . For example:

You can select rows at all level within an expanded hierarchy or from any page of a report.
To display trending
1.

Click on the Trend Rows option at the top of the settings panel to display the trending graph and
table for this selection.
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Note: When you log in for the first time, the “trend over” period for all trend graphs defaults to 30 days. If
you change this setting in any report, this will persist throughout your session for all trend graphs. If any
trend graph does not enable trending over the selected period, it will be reset to 30 days.
The table beneath the graph shows the figures for the trending report in the order of selection.
You can change the metric and time period for trending using the dropdown lists at the top of the page.
See the note above for information on the persistence of the trend period through your session.
If you click on the Trend Rows option when no rows have been selected, you will be given the choice of
returning to the full report or trending the top five rows.
You can also click on the Open Settings button to display the options for trending as shown below.

The selected rows are listed with the options to delete any of them or clear them all:

• Check the Compare To Previous Year box to superimpose the trending for this period last year.
• Check the Smoothing box to remove cyclical trends such as weekly fluctuations. If you open the
settings without having selected any rows, the option to select the top five rows will be displayed.
4.12.1 Annotations
The Annotation feature enables you to flag important events on trend graphs. These can be for single
date or over a period. You can publish annotations so all users see them or only from your account. You
can also choose to display the annotation on all reports that support integrated trending or just the report
on which it is created.
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Clicking on an annotation icon from the Trend Rows view of a report will display details about the event
as shown below.

The annotation icon color indicates the following:
Purple - The actual annotation start date is prior to the first date included in the trend
view
Red - A single day annotation.
Blue - A multi-day annotation. The annotation period is shown in pale blue, as show
above. If two multi-day period overlap, the overlap is shown in a darker blue.
Two pins - Two or more annotations have been added with the same start date. Click
on this to show details of all annotations.

To add annotations to a report
1.

Click on the
window.

2.

Enter the name, description dates and other information as requested.

3.

Click Save. The trend report will be redisplayed showing the annotation.

icon in the top right of a trend view to display the Create Report Annotation

To edit or delete reports
1.

Click on the annotation icon to display details as shown above.
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4.13

2.

Click on Edit/Delete.

3.

The Create Report Annotation window is displayed in edit/delete mode.

4.

You can then edit any of the fields and click Save or click Delete to delete.

Downloading, emailing printing reports
To download a report
1.

If a report is downloadable, there will be a
Click on this.

icon located above the settings panel.

The Select Download Format dialog is displayed.

2.

Select the download format required. A dialog box appropriate to the download format will be
displayed.

3.

Click Save and follow the standard Windows dialog to save the file to the appropriate directory
with the name you want to give it. The report is downloaded as shown in the current view.

Note: Your browser may be set up so that you cannot download certain files from the Internet without
additional screens of dialog being displayed.
In addition to downloading reports as static Excel or Text files, you can now use the Coremetrics Excel
plug-in to download reports that can then be updated with just a few keystrokes.
To Email a report
1.

Click the

icon above the settings panel.

The Email Setup dialog is displayed.
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2.

Enter the email address for the recipient of the email in the Email report to field. A report can be
sent to an individual or a distribution group.

3.

Complete the Subject and Message boxes as required.

4.

Select the Frequency. You can specify whether you want this report to be mailed instantly and
only once (that is, exactly as it is displayed on the screen) or regularly at specified intervals. The
available intervals depend on the date range of the report.

5.

Click OK.

To Print a report
icon.

1.

Click the

2.

The report on the screen will be redisplayed, formatted for printing.

Note: You may need to use your browser’s Page Setup and Print Preview options to ensure the report is
correctly formatted for printing.
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4.14

Comparing and Filtering Data
Merchandising and Content Categories
The Merchandising and Content Categories Reports enable sophisticated comparison and filtering
features that enable you to perform tasks that would previously have involved exporting data and
complicated and unwieldy spreadsheet work. With a few simple clicks you can now compare current and
historical data, filter out unwanted data according to requirements and focus in on exactly the information
you need at any time.
Search Marketing
The Search Marketing Summary reports enable filtering as described below. Other Search Marketing
reports provide filtering capabilities within the Settings panel. See the Getting Started with Search
Marketing guide for further information.

4.14.1 Comparing Data
Reports that have Compare enabled have a pale yellow compare box in the open setting panel as shown
below:

1.

Check the Compare box. The Compare Calendar panel shown below is displayed

2.

Select the comparison time period.

3.

If you want to use key segments for the fiscal calendar and/or the comparison time period, click
on the Load Key Segment link and select the segment from the popup window.

4.

Click Update Report. The report, showing data for the two selected periods, is displayed as
shown below. For each metrics, the data from the fiscal calendar period is shown in pale blue and
headed A, the data from the comparison period shown in pale yellow and headed B:
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4.14.2 Comparison Calculations
Once you have generated a report showing comparison columns, you can click on the A or B area of a
column to display the Compare Calculations option in the popup menu.

1.

Click on Compare Calculations.
The Compare Calculations window for this metric is displayed. Initially the first two selections A
and B are checked, showing that the data from date ranges A and B are being displayed.

2.

Check the columns you want to display for the selected metric. A preview using sample numbers
is displayed.
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3.

Click Save to generate the selected columns.
Columns can be cleared by opening this window and unchecking the appropriate boxes or, if you
want to delete all columns except the A date range, open the settings panel and uncheck the B
box.

4.14.3 Manual filtering by rows
The simplest way to filter data is to manually select the rows in a report you want to show. This is done as
follows:
1.

Check the checkboxes in the leftmost column of the rows you wish to display.

2.

Right-click in the header cell of the leftmost column of the report.
The following pop-up menu is displayed:

3.

Select Show Checked Rows Only and the report will be redisplayed showing only the rows you
checked.

4.14.4 Filters
Since your report may contain thousands of rows, more sophisticated filtering is available to use the
metrics in the report to specify which rows are shown. Therefore a different right-click menu to that shown
above is displayed when you click on the header cells of data columns and this allows you create filters.
Note that Sort Descending and Sort Ascending are the same as previously available.
Adding a Filter
Note: The illustrations in this section assume that no filters have been set up for the report and you are
not using compare. If other filters are in use and/or compare is being used, the menu in the first step will
contain additional options.
1.

Select the column you want to create a filter and right-click in its header cell.

2.

Click on Add Filter.
The following window is displayed.
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The Edit Filter box is always displayed. A Current Filters box is displayed if filters have already
been set up for other columns in this report.

3.

To create the filter, select the required criterion from the dropdown list and entered the
appropriate value(s) with which the metric is to be compared. The criteria available depend on
whether the metric is numeric or a string.
Numeric metrics
For numeric metrics, the available criteria are:
Greater Than
Greater Than or Equal To
Less Than
Less Than or Equal To
Equals
Not Equal
Between*
Not Between*
Top**
Bottom**
* For Between and Not Between, two boxes are opened. Enter the lower and upper values for the
metric.
** For Top and Bottom you can choose whether you want to restrict the report to a numeric
number of Rows, a percentage of rows (% of Rows) or a percentage of the total (% of Total).
Note that only one Top or Bottom filter can be set up for a report.
String metrics
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For string metrics, the available criteria are:
Contains
Does Not Contain
Is
Is Not
Starts With
Does Not Start With
Ends With
Does Not End With
Wild Card
Not Wild Card
When a filter has been applied to a metric, the header will display the filter’s criterion as shown
below:

4.

You can apply filters to more than one column so that all criteria have to be met for a row to be
displayed. The exceptions to this are the Top and Bottom filters. Only one Top or Bottom filter
can be applied to a report.
Current filters can be edited in the same way and also removed by clicking the Remove button.

5.

Click Save to redisplay the report using the new filter and/or edited current filters. The criteria for
the filter are displayed in the appropriate columns.

6.

A Clear Filter option is displayed in the menu if a filter exists for a column. Clicking this will
remove the filter and redisplay the report.
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5

The Coremetrics Applications

To display the list of Applications, click on the
displayed.

button in the global navigation header. The following window will be

If your organization has not contracted for an application, clicking on the name or image will direct you to a page informing you
as such and providing you with educational materials about the product. Otherwise the application will be displayed. You will
not need to log into another application once you have successfully logged into a Coremetrics applications.

5.1

Analyze applications

5.1.1

Analytics
See section 6 for a report-by-report description of the Analytics application.

5.1.2

Explore
Coremetrics Explore is a richly-featured application enabling you to build, distribute and analyze userdefined reporting through advanced row, column, filter and segment selections. It is an ad hoc reporting
tool that allows you to derive reports in an extremely specific manner or start with a hypothesis, create a
quick report using sample data and “explore” the results until you have the ideal result.
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Because this application is so flexible and feature-rich, you are referred to the Explore User Guide for
further information on using this application in creating, viewing and distributing reports
5.1.3

Benchmark

5.1.4

Monitor
The Real Time Monitor provides an infinitely configurable way of presenting real time data in an attractive
and immediate graphic format. Modules – a metric displayed in a specific way, such as trend graph,
progress bar, bar chart, gauge, and other visual elements – can be grabbed from the menu and dropped
onto the “palette” to show what is currently happening on your web site.
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Getting Started with RTM
Since the Real Time Monitor shows the latest data and is immediately updated, you can drop, drag and
customize your display in countless different ways and see the results instantly.
1.

To launch RTM, either select the Real Time Monitor option from the Dashboards menu within
Online Analytics or navigate directly to rtm.coremetrics.com and enter your login details.

2.

To start, either click on the Views tab and select an existing view or click on the Modules tab to
show the available modules:

3.

Click on the required module type and drag it onto the palette. If the module has user-definable
parameters these setting will be displayed and can be edited. For example, the Gauge module
allows you to select the type of gauge (Per Hour, Current Quantities and Averages and
Ratios) and the metric you want to display.
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4.

Click Save to close. The Gauge is created and the latest data displayed.

5.

To further edit a module once it has been placed on the palette, click on the Edit button
that
appears in the top right corner when you move the cursor over the module. To delete a module,
click on the Delete button .

6.

Once you have set up a configuration of modules, you can save them for further usage by clicking
Save at the top right of the screen and save the setup as a View. These can then be selected by
clicking on the Views tab and the clicking on the required view name.

More details can be found in the online help supplied with the application.

5.2
5.2.1

Optimize applications
Search
Currently Search Marketing is included in the Analytics application. See section 6.5.7.

5.2.2

Offer
Currently Intelligent Offer is included in the Analytics application. See section 6.6.6.

5.2.3

Mail
Currently LIVEmail is included in the Analytics application. See section 6.9.5.

5.3

Integrate applications

5.3.1

Connect
Currently Connect is included in the Analytics application. See section 6.10.12.

5.3.2

Export
Currently Export Builder is included in the Analytics application. See section 6.9.5.
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6

Analytics

6.1.1

The Analytics Menu
The following chapter briefly covers the default menu, report sections and reports available from
Coremetrics. Your administrator will have determined which sections and which reports within these
sections can be viewed by your user group and therefore you may not have access to all of these.
Note: Several reports shown in this section are additional services available beyond the standard
Coremetrics offering and may not be available to your organization. Please see the Release Notes or
contact your Account Executive for information on purchasing these.
Each menu shown groups together reports into solution-oriented sections. If you click on the menu title
rather than an item below it in the menu, a Section Page is displayed providing an overview of each both
active and inactive reportsin that section.

Further information on these reports, including setting up and interpreting the results can be found in the
Coremetrics Quick Reference Guides.
6.1.2

Report Metrics
A complete guide to the metrics available from each of the following reports can be found in the
Coremetrics Glossary of Metrics.
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6.2

Home Page
Your Home Page can be configured using a variety of Home Page Dashboards. These are highly
configurable modules that show at a glance what’s happening on your web site. A number of default
home page dashboards are supplied but it is easy to set up your own so you get to see exactly what you
need to see when you launch Coremetrics.
Clicking on a module’s magnifying glass icon will open the associated report.
Configuring your Home Page
1.

From the Home Page, click on the Open Settings button on the Settings Panel.

2.

Using your mouse, drag a module icon from the left to the right, releasing the button when it is
over the words “drag module here to add.”
The module will be added.

3.

icon on the new module to open its settings (you can also do this directly
Click on the Edit
from the Home Page). These enable you to configure the module to show exactly the information
required.

4.

When you have set up the modules you want in your dashboard, you can save or publish it in the
same way as saving or publishing a view.
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6.3

Dashboard Reports
The dashboard reports provide high-level views of how your website is performing.

6.3.1

Top Line Summary
The Top Line Summary Report provides high level configurable metrics about your site’s overall
performance. Senior Management can use this report to track metrics on website visits and sales
conversions, while marketers can use it to get an overall idea of how the website is performing. It shows
both tracked and anonymous customer data. It contains the following sections:
Transaction
Summary

A summary of the number of transactions, showing sales, orders, order values,
events and shipping information.

Visitor
Summary

A summary of the number of visitors, showing new and repeat visitor, newsletter
subscriber, registrant and buyer information.

Acquisition
Summary

Shows the percentage of visitors who are new and how many visitors leave after
viewing just one page.

Conversion
Rates

A summary of the success of converting visitors to buyers on your Web site.

Site Trends

A summary of various site statistics such as page views, on-site searches,
abandonment and items bought.

Key Paths

This shows key completion metrics for the True Path reports that have been
identified by members of your organization to be tracked on this report.

Metrics in these sections that display the Trend this Row icon
can be trended either by clicking the
icon or clicking on the Trend Site Metrics tab and selecting the metric from the drop down list. Trending
enables you to see how a particular metric has performed over a selected time period.
Metrics in these sections that display the Weekly Pattern icon
can be displayed in a graphic format as
shown below by clicking the icon or clicking on the Weekly Pattern tab and selected the metric from the
settings panel. This enables you to visually discern any patterns in the day/week.
6.3.2

Top Line Cross Channel Report
The Top Line Cross Channel Report provides top line metrics summarizing orders placed on the web and
in other channels such as call centers, third party shopping sites and physical retail stores.

6.3.3

Top Line Sessions
The Top Line Sessions report provides data about new and repeat visitor sessions by direct load, referral
and search referral, and shows how many interactions different visitor groups have with your site.
As with the Top Line Summary report, metrics can be trended and their weekly patterns displayed.

6.3.4

Real Time Monitor
The Real Time Monitor is a configurable streaming dashboard that regularly updates with the latest
performance data. This is also accessible via global navigation. For more information see 5.1.4.

6.3.5

Visitor Conversion
The Visitor Conversion report shows your site’s overall ability to convert visitors over multiple interactions.
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6.3.6

Session and Event Session Conversion
The Session Conversion reports show your site’s overall ability to convert visitors within a single
interaction.

6.3.7

Action Ready Reports
The Action Ready Reports are a suite of visually appealing, executive level Excel reports, which are
automatically emailed either as one-offs or at a specified frequency. Simply enter your email address and
select the frequency at which you want the reports delivered from the dropdown list.

6.3.8

Benchmark
Benchmark is a configurable streaming dashboard that compares your site's performance to industry
benchmark data. This is also accessible via global navigation. For more information see 5.1.3.

6.3.9

Activity Atlas
The Activity Atlas report breaks down visitor activity by geographic region.

6.3.10 Browser Report
The Browser Report shows details about the software used to view your site.
6.3.11 System Report
The System Report shows details about the computers visitors are using to view your site.
6.3.12 Demographic Report
The Demographic Report displays the language and time zone settings for the computers visitors are
using to view your site.
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6.4

WebSphere Commerce
If you have WebSphere Commerce enabled, the following Sales Center reports are available.

6.4.1

Campaigns
The Campaign report provides an overall success of WebSphere Commerce Campaigns, Web Activities,
E-mail Activities and E-Marketing Spots.

6.4.2

Promotions
The Promotions Report enables you to monitor the effectiveness of WebSphere Commerce discount
promotions.

6.4.3

E-Marketing Spots
The E-Marketing Spots Report allows you to see which E-Marketing Spots are generating the most value
and evaluating the specific activities that are generating the best returns for any given E-Marketing Spot.

6.4.4

Marketing Experiments
The Marketing Experiments Report shows the results of A/B tests run by the WebSphere Commerce
Marketing Experimentation system.

6.4.5

6.4.6

B2B Contracts
The B2B Contracts Report helps you track and monitor the sales of each business account at the account
and contract level.
CSR and Team Summaries
The CSR and Team Summaries report provides summary information on revenue, profit and price
overrides for all Customer Service Representatives (CSRs) and CSR Teams.

6.4.7

CSR Quotes to Orders Conversion Rate
The CSR Quotes to Orders Conversion Rate report provides information on quotes and quote conversion.
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6.5

Marketing
Marketing reports enable you to define attribution windows so that you can track which referral sources
are responsible for visits and purchases on your site. These windows are customizable when set up to
provide a complete picture of the marketing activities relevant to your business.

6.5.1

Channel Summary
The Channel Summary provides a high level view of every possible referral source for all of your site
traffic including referring sites, natural searches, direct loads and clicks on paid marketing links. Activity in
these reports is divided into different marketing channels with performance information reported on each
channel.
Activity is listed under Direct Load until it can be attributed to a channel.

6.5.2

Marketing Programs
The Marketing Programs report provides a hierarchical view of traffic led to your site by marketing links
placed by you or your partners (i.e., paid links). Marketing Zoom is a feature with this report, allowing you
to see additional information for a specific line of the report.
Report data is shown for same session activity and also for selected activity windows, enabling you to
track data for visitors who returned to your site in the days or weeks or even months after the initial
marketing event.

6.5.3

Natural Search
The Natural Search report shows details of the Search Engines recognized by Coremetrics, and the
words and phrases visitors searched for to find an unpaid link to your site.

6.5.4

Referring Sites
The Referring Sites show information about the domains that sent visitors to your site that are not
recognized as search engines.

6.5.5

Tracking Code Generator
The Tracking Code Generator processes bulk sheets and automatically appends tracking codes to
destination URLs.
SEM MMC Tracking generates MMC tracking codes on destination URLs for search engine vendor bulk
sheets. General MMC Tracking generates MMC tracking codes on destination URLs for any type of
online marketing program, including email, display ads, and search keywords. Real Estate Tracking and
Site Promotions Tracking generate site promotions tracking codes on your site URLs for use with Real
Estate and Site Promotions reporting.

6.5.6

Multi-Source Marketing
If you have Multi-Source Marketing enabled, this report shows all of the requests coming to your site from
all or specified vendors, and detects marketing activity by a unique format of parameters in the URL. Any
marketing activity that uses this format of parameters is automatically detected and reported.
The Multi-Source Marketing report is different from most other Coremetrics reports in that it does not have
configurable metrics or definable views.

6.5.7

Search Marketing
Search Marketing enables you to set up and manage search marketing accounts in conjunction with your
Coremetrics data. You can bid for the keywords used in Google, Yahoo and Microsoft searches and, if
successful, have your ads placed above or alongside the top results.
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Using Coremetrics Bid Management you can automate your bidding by creating rules and schedules that
use accumulated data to determine the optimal bids for different periods and times.
Currently Search Marketing supports Google, Yahoo and Microsoft, but also allows you to manually
upload and download generic search marketing account data.
For further information on Search Marketing, please refer to the Getting Started with Search Marketing
guide.
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6.6

Merchandising

6.6.1

Merchandising
The Merchandising report shows item sales aggregated by site category, and allows you to drill in to see
sub-categories and individual items. You can also zoom in on these categories and items to display the
marketing activities that led to sales. The top cross sold items and top on-site search terms can also be
shown for selected items.

6.6.2

Top Browsed Items
The Top Browsed Items report lists the top products that were viewed at least once, in the time period.

6.6.3

Top Abandoned Items
The Top Abandoned Items report lists the most abandoned items.

6.6.4

Cross Sold Items
The Cross Sold Items report shows the items with the most unique buyers and other items most often
purchased by those buyers.

6.6.5

On-site Search
The On-Site Search report shows the performance of the top search terms visitors use to find items while
on your site.

6.6.6

Intelligent Offer
Intelligent Offer allows you to leverage your site’s LIVEprofile data store to determinate which products to
offer visitors at different strategic points on your site such as the Shopping cart or Product Information
page.

6.6.7

Enterprise Product Report
Enterprise Product Reports provides a one-to-one relationship between items and categories and allows
for item sales comparison across selling channels.
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6.7

Content Analysis

6.7.1

Content Categories
Then Content Categories report shows how different groups or categories of pages are performing on
your site.

6.7.2

Top Visited Pages
The Top Visited Pages report shows the most visited pages that were viewed at least once.

6.7.3

Conversion Events
The Conversion Events report lists all unique conversion events currently tagged on your site using the
Conversion Event tag. The report provides initiation, completion and other key performance metrics for all
key site conversion events. This allows you to track and report on site visitor conversion activities that
are unique to you or to your industry and possibly fall outside the standard visitor conversions like shop,
orders, applications etc that are tracked by Coremetrics.

6.7.4

Top Entry Pages
The Top Entry Pages report shows the top pages that were the first page in a session.

6.7.5

Top Departure Pages
The Top Departure Pages report shows the top pages that were the last page in a session.

6.7.6

LIVEview
The LIVEview option in the Content Analysis menu is not a report but an option enabling you to download
the Coremetrics Tools plug-in. LIVEview enables you to browse your site to view page performance
overlaid on top of each link and graphic. For further information on installing and using LIVEview see The
Coremetrics Tools Suite.

6.7.7

Site Promotions
The Site Promotions report enables you to measure the success of advertising style links on your site.

6.7.8

Real Estate
The Real Estate report displays how different page areas and links on pages on your site are performing.
You can analyze the performances of particular pages, different versions of pages, sub-sections of pages
and individual links within pages.

6.7.9

Element Categories
The Element Categories report shows how different groups or categories of pages are performing on your
site.

6.7.10 Top Viewed Elements
The Top Viewed Elements report shows the top 1,000 elements that were viewed at least once in the
time period.
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6.8

Scenario Analysis

6.8.1

Clickstream
Clickstream identifies the common paths used by visitors relative to a specific website page, including
arrival and departure pages, enabling you to modify your website based on visitors’ browsing behavior.
When you select Clickstream Reports, all existing Clickstream reports are listed.

•

To view a Clickstream report, click on the name of the report.

•

To edit a Clickstream report, click on the

•

To delete a Clickstream report, click on the

•

To create a new Clickstream report, click on the Create a Clickstream Report button and follow the
onscreen instructions.

option for the report.
Delete option for the report.

The Clickstream report is an expandable, graphical tree structure that shows traffic to or from a page
specified by you, as shown below:

Click on the

icons to expand the tree.

For further information on Clickstream reports, see the Quick Reference Guides or the Coremetrics
Product Manual.
6.8.2

TruePath Summary
A TruePath is a site analysis report providing comprehensive analysis of visitor site browsing scenarios
created and deployed directly by personnel from your organization using the TruePath Builder application
within the Coremetrics Tools Suite.
The TruePath Summary report provides a snapshot summary of how all your active TruePath analyses
are performing. With integrated trending, you can determine which site processes are improving or
declining with respect to overall session completion or abandonment.

6.8.3

TruePath Analysis
When you select TruePath Analysis, all existing TruePath reports are listed.
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•

To view a TruePath report, click on the name of the report.

•

To edit a TruePath report, click on the

•

To delete a TruePath report, click on the

•

To create a new TruePath report, click on the Create a TruePath Report button and follow the
onscreen instructions. The TruePath Builder is highly intuitive and flexible, using a drag and drop
interface so that visitor browsing scenarios can be quickly defined and launched.

option for the report.
option for the report.

For further information on TruePath Analysis, see the Quick Reference Guides.
6.8.4

Form Analysis
Form Analysis reports provide form completion information down to specific text field level. Any named
form on your site that has been appropriately tagged will appear on the Form Analysis report.
Form Analysis requires deployment of Coremetrics 4.0 tags. If your site has already been tagged to
support LIVEview, it will not require any further tag modification.
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6.9

Profile Mining

6.9.1

Segmentation Workbench
The Segmentation report enables you to define a specific segment of visitors by a wide range of criteria
including Recency, Frequency, Monetary, Referring Sites, Behavior, Technical Properties and
Demographics. You can then view several reports that show data about the specific visitors that precisely
fit these criteria.
Coremetrics for IBM WebSphere Commerce solution users can also enable a feature within
Segmentation Workbench that exports customer IDs associated with visitor segments directly to IBM
WebSphere Commerce where they can be leveraged in site marketing campaigns.

6.9.2

Key Segments
Key Segments are created by specifying key visitor criteria to create very precise segments. You can then
apply these segments to many Coremetrics reports to filter out unwanted data and focus on and target
the data pertaining to the particular demographic profile you are interested in.
Key Segments can be applied to the following reports: Top Line Summary, Top Line Sessions, Channel
Summary, Marketing Programs, Referring Sites, Natural Search, Search Marketing Performance Report,
Merchandising Report, Content Categories, Conversion Events and TruePath.

6.9.3

Advanced Campaigns
The Advanced Campaign report enables you to track activity either from unique sources or to unique
starting destinations.

6.9.4

Link Analysis
The Link Analysis report tracks performance of specific link activity on your site.

6.9.5

Export Builder and LIVEmail
Export Builder enables you to create self-defined data exports from your Coremetrics LIVE Profiles. You
can create two kinds of general data exports (recurring and one-time) which can be used for various
analytic purposes and LIVEmail exports (preset, recurring and one-time) to be used in email campaigns.
General Exports
Recurring Exports allow you to specify export parameters such as the exact visitor segmentation to apply
and the visitor activity data fields to include. One-time Exports allow you to configure a data export
consisting of visitor registration IDs pertaining to visitor segment criteria applied to historical time period.
LIVEmail
Livemail is a Coremetrics digital marketing application that allows you to create targeted customer lists
and data exports that can be used in email campaigns. It is designed to pull email addresses and other
data fields pertaining to LIVE profiles for visitors who have registered on your web site (for example,
profiles that include one or more email address or registration ID).
Preset LIVEmail Export enables you to quickly define exports based on Coremetrics LIVEmail best
practices regarding visitor segmentation schemes and activity information.
LIVEmail Recurring Export allows you to specify export parameters such as the exact visitor
segmentation to apply, the visitor activity data fields to include and whether or not to append Intelligent
Offers.
The One-Time LIVEmail Export allows you to configure a data export consisting of email addressees
pertaining to visitor segment criteria applied to historical time period.
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6.9.6

Explore
Coremetrics Explore is a Coremetrics digital marketing application that allows clients to flexibly build,
distribute and analyze user defined reporting through advanced row, column, filter and segment
selections. This is also accessible via global navigation. For more information see 5.1.2.
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6.10

Admin
The Admin pages are not reports but are where administration data and options are set. Most of these
are reserved for use by your Administrator and are therefore only covered here briefly. As with other
menus, if you have not been assigned permission to view this menu and the options it contains it will not
be displayed.

6.10.1 My Account
This page enables you to change information about yourself such as email address and department. It
also allows you to change your password.
6.10.2 Accounts
This is where user and group accounts are created and maintained. Users belong to groups and the
settings for each group determine which reports and areas of Coremetrics are visible to the user in that
group. If users have access to a master Client ID this is where the clients IDs aggregated within it are set.
6.10.3 IP Restrictions
This page allows you to specify which IP addresses have permission to view your reports. You can make
inclusive or exclusive restrictions, that is block all access except for specific IP addresses or else permit
access from all IP addresses except those specified.
6.10.4 Email Administration
The Email Administration pages allow the administrator to maintain the email addresses and other
information for users who had requested to have Coremetrics reports emailed to them.
6.10.5 Action Ready Reports Administration
This page enables the administrator to set up and manage recipients for Action Ready Reports and other
details.
6.10.6 Virtual Analyst Recommendations
This page enables you to view all of the Virtual Analysis recommendations from one place.
6.10.7 Manage Vendor Channels
This page is used to create and edit vendor channels for the Channel Summary report. You can set up
vendor channels and assign vendors to them. Any vendors that are not assigned are grouped in the
Channel Summary report as “All other MMC Vendors.”
6.10.8 Coremetrics Excel Plug-in
This menu option enables you to download the Coremetrics Excel Plug-in. This enables you to download
Coremetrics Data into Excel and update the Excel spreadsheet with the latest Coremetrics Data directly
from Excel.
Once you have the Excel Plug-in installed, a Coremetrics toolbar will appear whenever you open Excel.
The first enables you to download any Coremetrics report. The second enables you to update the
spreadsheet that is open with the current data.
Note: You must have Microsoft Excel installed on your PC to download and use the Excel Plug-in. You
also need to have the .NET framework installed or you will be asked to download and install it before the
installation can take place. In addition, decompression software such as WinZip, IZArc, StuffIt or 7-Zip is
required to unzip the downloaded plug-in file.
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6.10.9 Data Export Settings
This page enables the administrator to set up the export settings such as FTP settings and export file
options for Intelligent Offer and Websphere Integration.
6.10.10 Alert Management
If enabled, Alert Management enables you to set up real time alerts so that alerts will be set to one or
more recipient if certain reporting conditions are met.
An alert is an email that is sent when the last full hour's data for a specific metric meets a user-defined
condition (for example, if hits from a particular website are twice as high as they have been for the last
rolling 24 hours over the last seven days, etc.). This enables the appropriate recipient to respond
immediately to conditions that might otherwise go unnoticed until too late.
6.10.11 Alias Optional Fields
This menu option enables you to name and define optional fields used to pass data from Coremetrics
tags for use in segmentation, the Enterprise Product report or Intelligent Offer..
6.10.12 Coremetrics Connect
Coremetrics Connect is an integration platform tying together your on-site and off-site digital marketing
technologies for a single closed loop marketing solution that allows you to Acquire data about visitor
behavior across all online marketing channels and your site, Analyze the behavioral data and understand
how different marketing technologies affect your online business, and Act on the behavior through
targeting and personalization on your site, and across other marketing media
6.10.13 Date Annotations
This report enables you to manage the date annotations used in trending reports. See 4.12.1 for more
information.
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7

Enterprise Dashboard
Enterprise Dashboard is Coremetrics’ multi-site reporting application that delivers key performance
metrics across all independently deployed client sites as well as the aggregate. The Enterprise
Dashboard provides a customizable modular user interface allowing you to build unique reporting views
tailored to your specific needs, interests or areas of responsibility.
The Coremetrics Enterprise Dashboard can be used by any Coremetrics’ client that has more than one
Client Site ID deployed and has licensed a Master Reporting Client ID.

7.1

Getting Started with Enterprise Dashboard
1.

2.

To launch Enterprise Dashboard, either:

•

open Coremetrics Online Analytics using your organization’s Master Client ID and select
Enterprise Dashboard from the Dashboard menu, or:

•

navigate to enterprise.coremetrics.com and enter your login details

Click on the gray tab at the left side of the dashboard to display the Views and Modules and
either:

•

Click on one of the Views to display an existing dashboard

•

Drag one or more modules onto the dashboard. Five modules are provided to show
enterprise data: Trend, Conversion & Marketing, TopLine, Marketing Vendors and Compare,
plus Label, Image and RSS modules to customize the look and feel of the dashboard
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3.

If you need to change which client-IDs are shown and their order, click the Select Sites button on
the View and Modules tab, select the number of sites to be shown and drag and drop to reorder.
By default all available sites are included.

4.

The period for the reports on the dashboard is controlled by the timeline at the top of the screen.
Select the period type at the left. This can be Today, Daily, Fiscal Weeks, Months or Quarters.
Session data is shown, indicating which periods have data. Click on the required period and the
data is loaded for all reports on the dashboard.
Further details can be found in the application’s online help
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The Coremetrics Tools
Coremetrics offers three solutions as a single, integrated Internet Explorer plug-in. These are LIVEview ,
TagBar and TruePath Builder.
LIVEview allows you to analyze session, sales, and other information attributed to links by superimposing
those metrics directly onto your web pages.
TagBar is the easiest way to get PageIDs and to check the tags on your site. Access to TagBar is
available for all Coremetrics clients.
The TruePath Builder is used to set up TruePath Analysis reports so you can see how users move
through a specified set of pages.

8.1

Installing Coremetrics Tools
Coremetrics Tools can be installed for the Internet Explorer and Firefox browsers.

8.1.1

Installing Coremetrics Tools on Internet Explorer
1.
From the Contents Analysis menu, select the LIVEview option. The Downloading Coremetrics
Tools page is displayed.

2.

Click on the Install Coremetrics Tools button. The following dialog is displayed:

3.

Click on the Run button.
A warning message will be displayed asking if your want to run the software.
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4.

Click on Run.
The installation will begin and an InstallShield Wizard displayed.

.5.

Click Next >.
The InstallShield Wizard will now install Coremetrics Tools.
When the InstallShield Wizard Complete window is displayed, click the Finish button. You will be
asked to shut down and restart your system to completion the installation of Coremetrics Tools.

6.

Reboot your system and start Internet Explorer again.

7.

The Coremetrics Tool icon should now be displayed as shown here:

8.

If the Coremetrics Tool icon is not automatically displayed, you will need to customize your
Internet Explorer toolbar. To do this:

9.

Right-click on the browser toolbar.

10.

Select Customize from the pop-up menu. The Customize Toolbar window is displayed as
shown below:
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8.1.2

11.

Click on the Coremetrics Tools button in the Available toolbar buttons window.

12.

Click on the Add button. The Coremetrics Tools button is moved to the Current toolbar buttons
window.

13.

Click the Close button. The Coremetrics Tools icon should now displayed in the IE toolbar as
shown previously.

Installing Coremetrics Tools on Firefox
1.
From the Contents Analysis menu, select the LIVEview option. (You may be asked to edit your
list of allowed sites before you can continue.) The Downloading Coremetrics Tools page is
displayed.

2. Click on the Install Coremetrics Tools button. The following dialog is displayed:
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3.

Click on the Install Now button when it becomes active.
The Coremetrics Tools integrated plug-in is downloaded and the Add-Ons window is displayed.

4.

Click Restart Firefox.
The Coremetrics Tool icon should now be displayed on the navigation or bookmark toolbar
depending on the release of Firefox installed.
Note: You can also download the tool suite from the TruePath Reports page by clicking on the
Download the TruePath Builder Plugin link.
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8.2

Using Coremetrics Tools
1.

Click on the Coremetrics Tools icon in the IE toolbar.
The Coremetrics Tools log-in panel is displayed.

2.

Enter your Client ID, User Name and Password and click Login.
The list of Coremetrics Tools is displayed as shown below:

3.

Click on the required Coremetrics Tools icon or title.
For further information on Clickstream reports, see the Quick Reference Guides.
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System requirements
The following configurations are currently supported on the PC

9.1

•

Windows 2000

•

Windows XP

•

Mac OS

Browser requirements
The following non-Beta releases of web browsers are currently supported:

•

Internet Explorer 5.5 and above

•

Firefox 1.5 and above

•

Safari 1.3 (not Coremetrics Tools plugin)
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